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OF UGANDA 

HIGH COURT OF UGAN!J,;X~ TORORO __ _ 

SESS!ON CASE NO. /2011 

Versus 

HIGENYI MALIK ACCUSED 

BE:FORE HON. JUSTICE J. CHIBITA 

JUDGMENT 

The IS with the 
murder of Esther Namulwa Wabweyo. 

place on or about 24th April, 11 their home in Namulemu · 

Death of 

unlawfully 

- Participation the accused 

of proof 
doubt that 

to prove case. 

2: SAFIYAT NAMBUEH, is 

are:-

prove 

produced 

of 
that saw the accused preparing club under the jackfruit tree 
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him
hoe handle. 

husband 

it was 
saw the 

he told it was 
entering the 

.:use as a 
for the 

went out to establish what the bEmg and gasp breath were 
found of and not 

to kill grandmother. He told was killing own 
grandmother and could kill her she tried stop him or if 
sounded an alarm. That the till 
6.00 a.m, he went out and continued whatever he was doing. 

Meanwhile, heard on her 
He came back very cold to 

morning when he opened for her. He told not 
what she seen and o:r he would 

the 
anyone 

She 
stated that the accused not slept the entire night, in 

while they tree, 

went to Busaba; to 
her against 

transpired. were later. 

his 

3 GIDUDU MICHAEL was 

and found freshly 
finding 

soil 

and a body in 
They also a club that 

as body was taken for 
exhibited 

I. 

anybody about had 

1n this case. 
accused 

after breaking door, 
they looked around the 

the latrine. 

club 
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PW 4: OTYENG OC/CID, 
caution. 

The 

person~sr 

grandmother. 

to the killing. · 

therefore for a trial 
statement was admissible or 

WITHIN A TRIAL CONDUCTED 

admitted 

a trial to 

VINCENT he voluntarily: received 
without 

MULONGO 
for the accused 

that atmosphere was 
or 

unsworn 
under 

evaluating 
charge and 

The evidence, on 
more convincing that the 

PW VINCENT 

or 

Butaleja 
from Luganda to 

of any 

witnesses 
stated 

torture and '-''"''c.1.-..1. .. 1...1.;::;,. 

from the 

stated that 
She 

torture, 

then made an 
was made 

statement as an admission by 
by two officers was 
person's unsworn 

further 
caution statement, which was admitted evidence. 

PW ABDU is the ....,,,,,........,.,,..-r.'"',..."""1"1 1n 

and 
opened a complaint against 
gave to 28th 

pleaded more time 

accused on 
10 to have 

had 
\ 

area 
the deceased 
2010 
residence. He 
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On 28th April went to the home check on duo and maybe 

·.the deadline . He a 

body· 

accused made an unsworn statement the murder. 
He that he does even know whether 
died ·or he his 
stated that he was being framed by a one Twaha, his neighbor, who 

to so he could take over both the wife 
and his land. 

EVALUATION EVIDENCE 

The accused was admitted in as exhibit 
PE 6 after a trial establish whether it made 
voluntarily. The how accused 

the day. 
That he hit her three times on the head as hard as he could 

statement day and when the 
murder happened as 24th 11 which was at 
about 9.00 p.m. 

the statement, the accused person' gives a motive 
he and his were care 

but she was not appreciative. even 
come of 2011. 

nowhere decided his destiny into own 
hands decided to kill her the 

that would thrown 
uncertainty. 
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The contains some new information that we:s not 
the trial. person's 

Malinglimu .Laba. The ~fact-that he in Nakuru; 

All this detailed that could only have been 
given by It not of given by a 

It went beyond the information a 
person 1n and reluctant to disclose throws his tormentors. 

On 
more than the offence of murder. 

Court will however proceed to 
of the and caution as 

' witness this case was Safiyat Nambubi, a 19 year old wife of the 
accused They got 1n the previous 
lived together with the 

credible . was basically 
· nusband of only ten 

months. I had a knack 
point about detail. her 

husband, accused person, preparing a club/ 
asked him what . was for he that 

.hoe 

short a handle?" and 
or otherwise of a piece of wood 1s a 

a person with a for can . The 
second illustration is when stated that she left home and went 

get . When 
and asked the husband a 

an observant and detailed could note Lhat there were 

s 



fresh bicycle 
of and 

crirne calls 

She stated that 
accused person 
noted, she also 

and she 

compound! This trait raised my level 

fact chose to 
·························•••••••••••• 

husband 

heard a bang next door, went and found the 
hls I 

as grandmother. So she found the 
rnurdering their grandmother 

I 

was; was killing his own grandmother she 
alone. While was if 

could kill his own grandmother what about her so she should not 
to anybody kills as He 

threatened with death. 

She stated that he her in room and continued with 
what was doing. The 

blood, had the whole 
clothes that would by 

shower then return to 

innocence of the 

killed his 
dispose of the 

6 .. oo a.m. 

She he returned to for and touched 
he was dead cold. 

the entire night would 444~~~~ 
fell asleep in 

It 

lS 

and 

Again was consistent with a body that had been deprived of 
an while manual labour. 
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0 
testimony by the conduct 

Why did he disappear from his home his 
was Why did· lie- (a) 

thathe-was·-going awayto-Busaba{b) ·that~his-gnµ-1dmother -had 
or 

was indeed found buried 
with the grandmother's body. I noted that in his unsworn 

the never even once his 
testimony to discredit aspects or details of 

only time he her is 

more solid 

The motive for the stated by the 
area Abdu as the be out by 
come 28th April, 2010. Hence he had to act before 

his of 24th April, a Sunday when 
the last 
be 

PE 6, 

the omnibus 

a much 

of 
grandmother 

which 
·was ample 

statement the ar,cused 
the 

made admitting 
amply proved the case 

murdering 

beyond a .............. """·""'"' doubt. 

I assessors' advice convict 
accused person 

DATED at Tororo this 9th September, 2011 
\ \: .. ~t.-,.. 
-~-------------~~-~------------------

JUSTICE MIKE CHIBITA 
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ALLOCUTUS: 

STAT-E: previous-conviction. __ The maxiro.1-.im 

by hanging. 
Kigula, did 
""'"-"'-"'-" empowers court to impose the 

A~A.A~~ several 
of Tonku. Court 

have passed 
,-,.TTTL:>.- to 

to kill 
and in the 
en1otional atmosphere as 

his own 
toilet. 

by 

blood it 

~ase of 
is just 

' 
penalty. 

the case 
death penalty. The accused 

a burial 
circumstances cause an 

assessors. 

be . Court should 
that life 
Only 

sacred and should not away 
would be an alternative but even not 

enough. We pray a deterrent sentence. The demeanour of the 
accused was observed. was 

UHLUvuln no no 
young man and can still reform. 

the child will need a 
mercy in sentencing. 

IT: 

a young man and his wife 
possible I listened 

accused a 

nor 

to run to. a 

his wife 
that 

lS 

for mercy 
offender. 

I have also been reminded about judgment in case 

however 
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The convict allowed to sort with 
grandmother to into hatred, malice and 

with control-
of 

father, an old 

convict exhibited callous and is a 
danger society. 

his wife had left 
to her· over. 
wife, to 

for his 

from stated 
that another man was scheming with 
no between the convict 

I doubt would a good parent 

that I can give the convict There 
amply the horror, 

can 
to the 

cold blooded his 

I to the 
by law. 
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SENTENCE AND DELIVERED IN PRESENCE OF: 

1. 

2. AKETCH 

3. ACCUSED: MALIK 

4. COURT CLERK: CAL OSILO 

BY JUSTICE MIKE J. CHIBITA.~.0±~ .......... . 
-~-~~.=i-t'..t-_!2.l1 ____ _ 
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